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Music in the Nineteenth Century 2006-08-14 the universally acclaimed and award winning oxford history of western music is the eminent
musicologist richard taruskin s provocative erudite telling of the story of western music from its earliest days to the present each book
in this superlative five volume set illuminates through a representative sampling of masterworks the themes styles and currents that give
shape and direction to a significant period in the history of western music in music in the nineteenth century richard taruskin offers a
panoramic tour of this magnificent century in the history music major themes addressed in this book include the romantic transformation of
opera franz schubert and the german lied the rise of virtuosos such as paganini and liszt the twin giants of nineteenth century opera
richard wagner and giuseppe verdi the lyric dramas of bizet and puccini and the revival of the symphony by brahms laced with brilliant
observations memorable musical analysis and a panoramic sense of the interactions between history culture politics art literature religion
and music this book will be essential reading for anyone who wishes to understand this rich and diverse period
A History of Western Music 1996 exoticism has flourished in western music since the seventeenth century a blend of familiar and unfamiliar
gestures this vibrant musical language takes the listener beyond the ordinary by evoking foreign cultures and forbidden desires in this
pioneering collection distinguished musicologists explore the ways in which western composers have used exotic themes for dramatic and
striking effect interweaving historical musical and cultural perspectives the contributors examine the compositional use of exotic styles
and traditions in the works of artists as diverse as mozart and george harrison the volume sheds new light on a significant yet largely
neglected art form and it makes a valuable contribution to music history and cultural studies
The Development of Western Music 1990 the definitive survey combining current scholarship with a vibrant narrative carefully informed by
feedback from dozens of scholars it remains the book that students and teachers trust to explain whatÕs important where it fits and why it
matters peter burkholder weaves a compelling story of people their choices and the western musical tradition that emerged from chant to hip
hop he connects past to present to create a context for tomorrowÕs musicians
A Short History of Western Music 1978 combining current scholarship with cutting edge pedagogy the ninth edition of a history of western
music is the text that students and professors have trusted for generations combining thoughtful revisions particularly to chapters on the
twentieth and twenty first centuries with exceptional media resources a history of western music provides all the resources that students
need in a text that will last a lifetime
The Exotic In Western Music 1998 history and criticism of western music with chronologies and bibliographies following each chapter
Norton Anthology of Western Music 2019-07-01 this is an account of the development of western music from its beginnings in the temples of
mesopotamia to the avant garde electronic music of today from bach to boulez as he surveys the rich panorama of musical history the author
discusses the significant composers in each period their lives major works techniques of composition musical environment and the social and
political factors that affected them the evolution of musical form the plainchant or plainsong harmony the madrigal sonata symphony
concerto and opera to name a few the evolution of musical instruments the psaltery and dulcimer as prototypes of the harpsichord and the
piano the flute violin organ trumpet bagpipe organ and others
A History of Western Music 2014-02-28 this is the first comprehensive book length introduction to the philosophy of western music that
fully integrates consideration of popular music and hybrid musical forms especially song its author andrew kania begins by asking whether
bob dylan should even have been eligible for the nobel prize in literature given that he is a musician this motivates a discussion of music
as an artistic medium and what philosophy has to contribute to our thinking about music chapters 2 5 investigate the most commonly defended
sources of musical value its emotional power its form and specifically musical features such as pitch rhythm and harmony in chapters 6 9



kania explores issues arising from different musical practices particularly work performance with a focus on classical music improvisation
with a focus on jazz and recording with a focus on rock and pop chapter 10 examines the intersection of music and morality the book ends
with a consideration of what ultimately music is key features uses popular song examples throughout but also discusses a range of musical
traditions notably rock pop classical and jazz explains both philosophical and musical terms when they are first introduced provides
publicly accessible spotify playlists of the musical examples discussed in the book each chapter begins with an overview and ends with
questions for testing comprehension and stimulating further thought along with suggestions for further reading
A History of Western Music 1988 this update to barbara hanningÕs concise survey aligns it with the eighth edition of the norton anthology
of western music and supports your students with a more robust media package new resources include audio timelines tutorials to help build
music history skills and adaptive activities to reinforce concepts
History of Western Music 1976 the history of western music i e music of european origin is a vast and fascinating subject that spans almost
two thousand years it is a story of innovation creativity and change and it is a story that is still being written today this book will
take you on a journey through the history of western art music sometimes referred to as classical music from its earliest beginnings in
ancient greece to the present day along the way you will meet some of the greatest composers in history from bach and beethoven to mozart
and stravinsky you will also learn about the different musical styles and genres that have developed over time from gregorian chant to
minimalism this book is not just for music lovers it is for anyone who is interested in learning more about the history of western
civilization music is a powerful force that has shaped western culture and its way of life and this book will give you a deeper
understanding of its impact
The Oxford History of Western Music 2010 roots of the classical identifies and traces to their sources the patterns that make western
classical music unique setting out the fundamental laws of melody and harmony and sketching the development of tonality between the
fifteenth and eighteenth centuries the author then focuses on the years 1770 1910 treating the western music of this period folk popular
and classical as a single organically developing interconnected unit in which the popular idiom was constantly feeding into serious music
showing how the same patterns underlay music of all kinds
Philosophy of Western Music 2020-04-08 this succinct overview of the development of western music can help students of all levels
understand the evolution of musical styles although the text is only half the size of most music histories it is enhanced by the many cross
references to the best anthologies and recordings for further information and examples
A History of Western Music (Tenth Edition) 2019 contains primary source material
Concise History of Western Music 2020-07-01 a study of the broader aspects of western music with a focus on rhythm and language
A Short History of Western Music 2023-05-19 the history of western art music comes alive in this sweeping overview based on the definitive
grout palisca a history of western music concise history of western music offers a wealth of information in a convenient form accessible to
all music lovers concise history of western music features lush illustrations music examples and contemporary accounts from musicians
through the ages
Roots of the Classical 2004-12-09 this volume assembles leading scholars to provide a comprehensive study of representation in music from
the nineteenth century to today
An Outline History of Western Music 1997-08-01 a cultural history of western music in the industrial age a cultural history of western
music in the industrial age covers the period from 1790 to 1920 when western music became entangled with political technological and



economic change on a global scale known as the romantic era and renowned for its genius composers and virtuoso performers this period
charged full steam ahead with western audiences marveling at musics from the far reaches of the world folksong collectors searching for the
musical soul of the people nation states demanding national anthems philosophers contending with the issue of slavery and the phonograph
rewriting musical memory besides its traditional aesthetic ethical and pedagogical functions western music became a force in an evolving
landscape of work leisure and global economy beating the drums of industrialization the 6 volume set of the cultural history of western
music presents the first comprehensive history from classical antiquity to today covering all forms and aspects of music and its ever
changing social context the themes covered in each volume are society philosophies politics exchange education popular culture performance
and technologies the cultural histories series a cultural history of western music is part of the cultural histories series titles are
available as hardcover sets for libraries needing just one subject or preferring a tangible reference for their shelves or as part of a
fully searchable digital library the digital product is available to institutions by annual subscription or on perpetual access via
bloomsburyculturalhistory com individual volumes for academics and researchers interested in specific historical periods are also available
in print or digitally via bloomsburycollections com
“A” History of Western Music 1993 the universally acclaimed and award winning oxford history of western music is the eminent musicologist
richard taruskin s provocative erudite telling of the story of western music from its earliest days to the present each book in this
superlative five volume set illuminates through a representative sampling of masterworks the themes styles and currents that give shape and
direction to a significant period in the history of western music music in the late twentieth century is the final installment of the set
covering the years from the end of world war ii to the present in these pages taruskin illuminates the great compositions of recent times
offering insightful analyses of works by aaron copland john cage milton babbitt benjamin britten steve reich and philip glass among many
others he also looks at the impact of electronic music and computers the rise of pop music and rock n roll the advent of postmodernism and
the contemporary music of laurie anderson john zorn and john adams laced with brilliant observations memorable musical analysis and a
panoramic sense of the interactions between history culture politics art literature religion and music this book will be essential reading
for anyone who wishes to understand this rich and diverse period
Music in the Western World 1984 western music and its others will be taken as an important book signalling a new turn within the field it
takes the best features of traditional rigorous scholarship and brings these to bear upon contemporary more speculative questions the level
of theoretical sophistication is high the studies within it are polemical and timely and of lasting scholarly value will straw co editor of
theory rules art as theory theory and art the great value of this collection lies in the wealth of questions that it raises questions that
together crystallize the recent concerns of musicology with force and clarity but it also lies in the authors resistance to the easy
postmodernist answers that threaten to turn new musicology prematurely grey the editors comprehensive intellectually adventurous
introduction exemplifies the sort of eager yet properly skeptical receptivity to scholarly innovation that fosters lasting disciplinary
reform it alone is worth the price of the book richard taruskin author of stravinsky and the russian traditions a biography of the works
through mavra when cultural studies methods first appeared in musicology 15 years ago they triggered a storm of polemics that sometimes
overshadowed the important issues being raised as the canon wars recede however scholars are finding it possible to focus on the concerns
that led them to cultural criticism in the first place the study of music and its political meanings western music and its others brings
together leading musicologists ethnomusicologists and specialists in film and popular music to explore the ways european and north american
musicians have drawn on or identified themselves in tension with the musical practices of others in a series of essays ranging from



examination of the orientalist tropes of early 20th century modernists to the tangled claims for ownership in today s world music the
authors in this collection greatly advance both our knowledge of specific case studies and our intellectual awareness of the complexity and
urgency of these problems a timely intervention that should help push music studies to the next level susan mcclary author of conventional
wisdom the content of musical form 2000 this collection provides a sophisticated model for using theory to interrogate music and music to
interrogate theory the essays both take up and challenge the dominance of notions of representation in cultural theory as they explore the
relevance of the concepts of hybridity and otherness for contemporary art music sophisticated theory erudite scholarship and a very real
appreciation for the specificities of music make this a powerful and important addition to our understanding of both culture and music
lawrence grossberg author of dancing in spite of myself
Music and Language 1982 music has been significant in social religious and political ritual and in education art and entertainment in all
human cultures from antiquity to today the cultural history of western music presents the first study of music in all its forms ritual
classical popular and commercial from antiquity to today the work is divided into 6 volumes with each volume covering the same topics so
readers can either study a period volume or follow a topic across history the volumes are 1 a cultural history of western music in
antiquity 2 a cultural history of western music in the middle ages 3 a cultural history of western music in the renaissance 4 a cultural
history of western music in the age of enlightenment 5 a cultural history of western music in the industrial age 6 a cultural history of
western music in the modern age the topics are identity communities and society changing philosophies and ideas about music politics and
power musical exchange and knowledge transfer between the west and the non west musical education popular culture and musical entertainment
the places practices and experiences of performance and the development of music technologies and media the page extent for the pack is
approximately 1536 pp each volume opens with notes on contributors and an introduction and concludes with notes bibliography and an index
Concise History of Western Music 2014 traditional country western music presents historical photographs memorabilia and stories about an
enduring music genre that took root in america from the late 1920s through the mid 1930s although many of our early folk songs originated
from the british isles jimmie rodgers the father of country music and gene autry america s favorite singing cowboy became the foundation of
modern country and western music many regional styles and variations of country and western music developed during the first half of the
20th century including hillbilly bluegrass honky tonk rockabilly southern gospel cajun and texas swing local artists live radio shows and
regional barn dance programs provided entertainment throughout the great depression world war ii and into america s postwar years during
the 1950s country and western music became homogenized with the nashville sound and the bakersfield sound by the end of the 1960s country
music completed its move to nashville and western was dropped from the equation this book recalls the golden age of country and western
music from the late 1920s through the 1960s each of the featured artists and programs in this book were once household names we celebrate
these early legends live radio and television shows unsung heroes and local performers from maine to california
Representation in Western Music 2013-04-11 this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of
california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating
to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was
originally published in 1974
A short history of western music 1976 publisher description
The Bodley Head History of Western Music 1980 most classical musicians whether in orchestral or ensemble situations will have to face a
piece by composers such as ligeti messiaen varèse or xenakis while improvisers face music influenced by dave holland steve coleman aka moon



weather report irakere or elements from the balkans india africa or cuba rafael reina argues that today s music demands a new approach to
rhythmical training a training that will provide musicians with the necessary tools to face with accuracy more varied and complex
rhythmical concepts while keeping the emotional content reina uses the architecture of the south indian karnatic rhythmical system to
enhance and radically change the teaching of rhythmical solfege at a higher education level and demonstrates how this learning can
influence the creation and interpretation of complex contemporary classical and jazz music the book is designed for classical and jazz
performers as well as creators be they composers or improvisers and is a clear and complete guide that will enable future solfege teachers
and students to use these techniques and their methodology to greatly improve their rhythmical skills an accompanying website of audio
examples helps to explain each technique for examples of composed and improvised pieces by students who have studied this book as well as
concerts by highly acclaimed karnatic musicians please copy this link to your browser contemporary music through non western techniques com
pages 1587 video recordings
Non-western Music and the Western Listener 1977 the oxford history of western music college edition second edition immerses students in the
engaging story of the western musical tradition by emphasizing the connections among works both within each cultural era and across time
and place the text goes beyond a basic retelling of themusic s history to build students ability to listen critically to each period s key
works a full suite of instructor resources free open access student companion website three volume score anthology and streaming audio
recordings support the text making the oxford history of western music college edition a complete program for building students
understanding and appreciation of the classical canon
A Cultural History of Western Music in the Industrial Age 2023 the cambridge history of western music theory is the first comprehensive
history of western music theory to be published in the english language a collaborative project by leading music theorists and historians
the volume traces the rich panorama of music theoretical thought from the ancient greeks to the present day recognizing the variety and
complexity of music theory as an historical subject the volume has been organized within a flexible framework some chapters are defined
chronologically within a restricted historical domain whilst others are defined conceptually and span longer historical periods together
the thirty one chapters present a synthetic overview of the fascinating and complex subject that is historical music theory richly enhanced
with illustrations graphics examples and cross citations as well as being thoroughly indexed and supplemented by comprehensive
bibliographies of the most important primary and secondary literature this book will be an invaluable resource for students and scholars
alike
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